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• Drastic reduction in traffic with substantial impact on industry 

financials

• Slow recovery in passenger traffic, especially international traffic

• Resilience in freight traffic benefiting from the less impacted 

consumer consumption and trade

Context of the current pandemic 



• Council Aviation Recovery Task Force (CART)

• CART Report Phase I - ”Building resilience”

• Planned for 2021: High-level Safety Conference, High-Level 

Facilitation Conference

Leading up to the ICAO HLCC



Ø 12 to 22 October 2021
Ø Fully virtual
Ø 1, 786 representatives
Ø 129 States
Ø 38 International Organizations



Main Outcomes 
of the ICAO 
HLCC

• international review of pandemic priorities 
• new commitments to open borders through 

updated risk management and vaccination 
approaches 
• build back better to address the elimination of 

emissions and future pandemic resilience



Ministerial 
Declaration

Strong political “message” to international communities

Recovery

SustainabilityResilience

• Support a multilayer risk management strategy for 
international civil aviation, which is adaptable, 
proportionate, non-discriminatory and guided by 
scientific evidence

• Facilitate air transportation of vaccines, essential 
medical supplies and personnel

• Provide support for the aviation sector, including 
economic and financial support

• Ensure operational readiness of aviation personnel as 
well as airworthiness of aircraft

• Ensure the interoperability and mutual recognition of, 
and accessibility to, digital applications 

Key commitments:



Ministerial 
Declaration • Promote a harmonized and inclusive approach to 

facilitate safe international air travel
• Establish bilateral, regional or multilateral Public 

Health Corridors or similar arrangements
• Support ICAO’s work to provide guidance on an exit 

strategy from existing risk management measures
• Support long-term resilience of international 

aviation by enhancing its crisis response capability
• Recognize the contribution of aviation to climate 

change and the challenges
• Develop mechanisms for providing assistance to

States to overcome the pandemic

Key commitments (continued):

Recovery

SustainabilityResilience

Strong political “message” to international communities



Next steps

Next steps

ICAO's 
priorities and 

activities
A41 IATA 

Blueprint



Thank you!



International Air Travel during COVID-19: 
From Restart to Recovery

James Wiltshire, 

Assistant Director External Affairs, IATA



Outline
• Consumer Feedback

• From Restart to Recovery:

• Simple, consistent health protocols

• Standardised health credentials

• Contact tracing

• Digital identity management

• Communication
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Travelers are confused by travel measures
Complexity of requirements and lack of consistency undermine confidence

• Consumers and airlines must navigate:
• At least 10 ways of defining the testing 

window prior to travel
• 6 definitions for when a vaccine becomes 

effective
• 24 versions of country-risk assessments list
• Only half of states that allow exceptions for 

vaccinated travelers recognize the WHO 
Emergency Use List of vaccines
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Quarantine:  unnecessary showstopper if vaccinated

*Numbers may not always add up due to rounding.
Q13. Do you agree strongly, agree somewhat, disagree somewhat or disagree 

strongly with each of the following statements?
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32%

34%

45%

39%

40%

39%

Quarantine is not necessary if a person has been vaccinated for
COVID-19

Quarantine is not necessary if a person tests negative for
COVID-19

I will not travel if there is a chance I may be quarantined at my
destination

  Agree Strongly   Agree Somewhat

71%

73%

84%



31%

37%

40%

35%

43%

41%

It is morally wrong to restrict travel only to those who are
vaccinated

People who have been vaccinated should be able to travel by
air freely

Testing before air travel is an acceptable alternative for people
who are not vaccinated

  Agree Strongly   Agree Somewhat

Vaccination: key to travel, but need alternative paths

*Numbers may not always add up due to rounding.
Q22. Do you agree strongly, agree somewhat, disagree somewhat or disagree strongly with each of the following statements? 15

66%

80%

81%



33%

33%

39%

44%

42%

44%

41%

41%

The cost of COVID-19 testing is a significant barrier to travel

The inconvenience of COVID-19 testing is a significant barrier
to travel

Governments should bear the cost of COVID-19 testing

I am willing to undergo a COVID-19 test as part of the travel
process

  Agree Strongly   Agree Somewhat

Testing: willingness but need to solve inconveniences

*Numbers may not always add up due to rounding.
Q19. How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statements about 

COVID-19 testing as part of the travel process – do you agree strongly, agree somewhat, disagree somewhat or disagree strongly?
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75%

77%

80%

85%



31%

32%

32%

32%

33%

35%

37%

37%

41%

40%

The cost of testing was high. It will deter me from future travel

It was a hassle to arrange required COVID-19 testing

Wait times for document checks by authorities were too long

Required paperwork related COVID-19 was a challenge to
arrange

Understanding what rules applied to my trip was a real
challenge

  Agree Strongly   Agree Somewhat

Feedback: significant inconveniences remain

*Numbers may not always add up due to rounding.  Q2. Have you taken any airplane trips since June 1st, 2020?
[IF YES IN Q2] Q3. When thinking about your most recent airplane trip, do you agree strongly, agree somewhat, disagree somewhat or disagree 

strongly with each of the following statements?
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69%

69%

73%

73%

66%



A practical and pragmatic way forward

• Industry stands ready to work to work 
with governments

• Blueprint is a practical and pragmatic 
way to help States to deliver on the 
HLCC Ministerial Declaration

• Goal: simplified and better 
communication of requirements for 
consumers while protecting public 
health
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Facilitate international travel for vaccinated passengers
Vaccines are the single best protection against COVID-19
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Use testing to allow travel for non-vaccinated passengers 
Testing protocols should be simple, convenient and affordable  
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Health status 
credentials

• Being able to verify that a 
person has been vaccinated, 
tested or has recovered from 
COVID-19 in accordance with 
the entry requirements to 
that country is key to 
facilitating travel



Health status credentials: Key principles
• Interoperability: A solution to prove health status needs to be 

interoperable, scalable, affordable and simple to implement, as well as 
being consistent with international guidance and standards.
• Protection of privacy: Solutions should address the risks of proliferation of 

personal medical data and adequately protect traveller privacy. Solutions 
should not rely on airlines collecting or storing health or travel history 
information. 
• Pre-travel processing:  Any declaration should be done in advance of travel 

to avoid burdensome processes, queues and congestion at airports.
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• The European Digital COVID Certificate (DCC) is 
in use in all 27 European Union Member States 
with credentials in 
20+ non-EU countries having achieved 
equivalence. 

Health credentials good practice: 
EU DCC
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In line with WHO 
Guidance

A tried and 
tested solution

Fast becoming the 
global standard
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Contact tracing
• The process should be digital with 

paper solutions avoided
• Online portals or applications will 

simplify the process for the passenger 
as well as enabling pre-departure 
authorization to travel

• Airlines should not be intermediaries 
in acting as health information broker 
on behalf of government authorities

• Government authorities must be the 
decision taker on the admissibility of 
the passenger



Contact tracing good practice: 
Australia DPD

• The Digital Passenger Declaration (DPD) Platform being launched in Australia will enable 
passengers to upload and submit prior to departure: 
• Their ‘digital’ passport
• Proof of vaccination and pre-departure negative test result 
• Other identity, contact and health-related information 

• The information submitted will be reviewed by the authority and passengers will be given 
confirmation once all the requirements are met.
• Airlines will be automatically notified through the interactive advance passenger information system 

(iAPI)
• Will enable a fully automated check-in process

•
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Decentralized identity management 
putting passengers in control of their own data

• A direct, secure and encrypted channel 
of communication

• Allowing data minimization, selective disclosures 
and zero knowledge proofs

• From passenger’s phone direct to the 
government, airline or airport

• Protecting exposure of personal and sensitive
identity, health and biometric data by removing 
the airline as the ‘middleman’
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Passenger 
creates verified digital 
identity based on 
ICAO DTC and IATA 
One ID

Digital Passport
Passengers receives or uploads 
test/proof of vaccination bound to 
their identity which are measured
against country requirements

Test/Vaccinations

Sharing
Passengers can securely share 
their identity, biometric and 
test/vaccine results with 
airlines & border control prior 
to travel

COVID 
Regulations
Passenger receives accurate COVID 
regulations for their itinerary from 
trusted source (Timatic rules 
engine)
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Communication good practices: 
Simple questions / clear responses
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Communication good practices: 
Clear information easily accessed
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Review measures regularly and apply sunset clauses
Protocols should be removed as soon as no longer justified 



Questions and answers

James Wiltshire

wiltshirej@iata.org


